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THE SOVIET APPROACH TO
FORCE REDUCTIONS IN EUROPE

NOTE

This Estimate is concerned with the Soviet position on Mutual and
Balanced Force Reductions (MBFR) in Europe.' It is not concerned
with US-NATO positions as such, which, in fact, are still in the process
of formulation. But the former cannot be considered without reference
to the latter about which, therefore, certain suppositions must neces-
sarily be made. While there is no intention in this paper to suggest
the desirability of the US' adopting this or that position, an examination
of Soviet views and attitudes inevitably suggests certain inferences
about the likely Soviet receptivity to various US positions.

Principal judgments are set forth in the last three sections of the
paper:

On The General Soviet Negotiating Posture - Section IV,
page 11.

On The Stance of The East Europeans - Section V, page 14.

On Possible Soviet Positions On Particular Issues - Section VI,
page 15.

Although MBFR is used throughout in referring to the subject of force reductions, it should
be kept in mind that this is US-NATO terminology which is not accepted by the USSR.
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THE ESTIMATE

I. HOW THE SOVIET POSITION ON MBFR force reductions, now that the opportunity to

HAS DEVELOPED do so is also at hand, is more obscure.

1. For the better part of 20 years the 2. Beginning in 1954 when, at the Big

USSR has sought to establish its right to be Four Foreign Ministers Conference, Molotov

involved in and consulted about problems of called for the withdrawal of all foreign forces

security in Europe as a whole. A European from Cermany, the USSR and its allies have

security conference (CSCE) has been re- produced an array of proposals concerning

garded by the USSR, which first proposed arnaments and force levels in Europe, vary-

such a conference i1954, as a uful v ing in both scope and plausibility. Proposals
sucho foc leverens hav called in som casesveice

for advancing this aim. The USSR, and other on force levels have called in some easesfor the freezing of forces, in others for re-
Warsaw Pact states have also, over the years, ductions, complete and partial, the latter
poured out many words about the desirability frequently specifying a reduction by one-
of European disarmament, including force third of all foreign forces in the tvo parts
reductions. Moscow's satisfaction over the of Germany. Such overtures have sometimes
near certainty that a security conference will been made in connection with advocacy of
soon take place is clear enough (though the a security conference, and sometimes made

preparatory talks in Helsinki have not been separately. They have sometimes been part

going entirely as the Russians would have of sweeping disarmament schemes appealing.

wanted). But how enthusiastic the Russians for complete dissolution of the opposing mili-

are about actually entering negotiations on tary pacts and elimination of foreign bases.

2 -GnT-&/ENSHWE-nIV
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Yet, whatever their other aspects, all of them Tihe Warsaw Pact's response was a statement
have related to West Germany and the US saying that the reduction of "foreign armed
military presence there. furces on the territory of the European states"

3. T'hese various Soviet proposals were could be considered in "an all-European se-

largely propaganrdistic, but not entircly so. curity commission to be set up by the con-
largelyc prpgadstc but not entirel so.acpabet

They also reflected certain fundamental Soviet frnce o in any other forum acceptable to
political and rilitary 'concerns, not least the Interested states'- Later, in the spring of 1971,
question of West Germany's role in Western 13ezlrev began to state the Eastern 1osi-

. tion more positively. At the 24th Partydefense arranrgemenrts. The USSR in fact took Cnrs n na51sqel peh h
somec limited steps which. altered the military Congress and in a subsequent speech, the

Soviet party chief said that the time was ripe
situation in Europe by withdrawing its forces f considering force reductions, indicating
from Austria in 1955 and Romania in 1958 that these should apply first of all to Central
and by carrying out a small unilateral reduc-
ti. in East Germany in 1964. Only in the urope and deal with both armed forces and

armaments. Brehznev did not further elaborateGerman case was there a suggestion of a th oi psinbteddcalnte
mutal edctin agl. (her wre omei. o" ,the Soviet position, but he did call on the'

mutual reduetion angle. (There were some mn-
West to enter mnto negotiations,

dications that the Russians, at least, wanted
to treat this step and a US reduction which 5. The hesitarncy with which the USSi3
took place at roughly the same time as a case initially greeted the Western proposals can

of reduction by mutual example.) Even then be accounted for in a number of ways. Mos-
the Soviets had their own military reasons cow probably saw no reason to negotiate the
for doing what they did. By and large; the reduction of US forces in Europe at a time

USSR's approach to disarmament in the 1950s when the US Government seemed to be under
and early 1960s was in the same vein as the growing domestic pressure to reduce uni-
rest of its posture toward Europe which con- laterally. It may have feared having to face
centrated heavily on condemning the US' charges that it was making it possible for the
European role and West German "revanch- US to shift additional forces to Vietnam. Un-
ism". As such, Soviet proposals were part of certainty over the implications of the Western
the tactical play of the Cold War in Europe; demand for "balance" in any reductions gave
in this setting and by their nature they stood Moscow further reason to move cautiously.
little chance of being taken up by the West. And negotiating terms apart, mid-1968 and

4 Aathe months following, when the USSR was in-
N A nneuncphaseen d t initeri et- vading Czechoslovakia and establishing a per-NATO's announcement at its ministenial meet- mnn iopo :ocstee a prmanent Group of Forces there, was a par-

ing in June of that year of its readiness to
negotiate mutual and balanced force reduc- o

tions in Europe (MBFR). This plainly caused point of view for tie opening of an East-
West dialogue on force levels-or for raisingdifficulties for Moscow. Nearly two years ayusiu bu h uuedsoiino

passed before the Warsaw Pact states officially .
Soie focsi>eta uoe

acknowledged the NAThO 'signal'. By then, Soviet forces in Gentral Europe.

Moscow was already in the midst of a major G. By the time that Brezhnev made his state-
effort to promote a European security con- ments in 1971 some of these Soviet concerns

ferencec, and NATO had indicated that it in- clearly had eased. At this juncture, moreover,
tended to link the convening of such a con- as a result of the Mfay 1971 US-Soviet agree-

ferenc with discussion of force reductions. ment affecting the scope of SALT negotia-

3



tions, prospects had opened up for progress examined agan here for their relevance to
in stabilizing the US-Soviet relationship in the Soviet approach to MB41FR.t
strategic weapons. The interval between 1968
and 1971 htad, in any case, given Moscow The Elements of Detente
time to formulate a tactical response to the
NAT1O initiative. This period had, at the same 8. D~tente is first of all seen by Moscow

time, seen an acceleration of the process of as a means of winning West European and

change in Europe which sharpened the US recognition of Soviet hegemony in Eastern

USSR's interest in establishing a more active Europe and thus further securing this zone

role in West European politics and seemed of gain international recog-to ifgaining wider nition of East Germany and to render perma-

ac - W r E os eonc ad nent the division between East and West

technical resources. Moscow therefore wanted Germany serve the same aim. West Germany's
treaties with the USSR, Poland, and Easta European security conference more than Grayhv ie h Rsin oeoGermany have given the Russians some of

ever, and by contuing to hold out against they
MBFR it would have hurt its chances of ob- could go further in filling the gap left by the
taining one.2  

absence of a post-World War II peace treaty.
But beyond getting the West to accept what

II. BROAD SOVIET POLICY AIMS Moscow refers to as the 'existing realities",
7. If MBFR is seen by Moscow as a way the Russians see in a security conference-and

of assuring a European security conference, perhaps also in negotiations on MBFR-a

the latter is itself merely a part of the USSR's vehicle for carrying them into a fuller role
in the politics of a changing Western Europe.European policy as a whole, in which detente

has become the principal motif. The chief 9. The USSR's detente policies aim at giving
features of this policy, as pursued with in- it greater influence over trends in Western

creasing vigor by the Soviets for the past three Europe, both those which, if continued, could

years or so, have been discussed extensively Produce unwelcome results for the Russians

in previous estimates;3 but they are briefly and those that are developing favorably from
the Russian point of view. The process of

'These are doubtless some of the most important West European economic integration is
considerations behind Moscow's shift to a more posi- troublesome for the USSR. This is partly be-
tive approach to MBFR. Yet the particular timing of cause the European Community (EC) might
Brezhnev's enunciation of the new Soviet stance is make it more difficult for the USSR to de-also worth noting. He spoke up on the eve of the vote
in the US Senate on the Mansfield Amendment, thus velop the kind of fuller trade and economic
contributing to the defeat of a motion which could ties it wants with the West European states.
have absolved the USSR from the need to negotiate Moscow does not necessarily believe that the
for the reduction of the US military presence in Community will soon evolve into a cohesive
Europe. It may be that Moscow had already concluded West European )olitical and militar roup-
that the Mansfield Amendment would be defeated. n E p a m g
Or it may be that Soviet leadership had, by that time, utg, but it probably does believe that the
come to believe that it would have more to gain from elaboration of Community ties will render
negotiating for the withdrawal of US forces than its member states, West 'Germany in par-
froii unilateral US reductions. ftieular, less susceptible to Soviet influence.

'See, for example, NIL 12-72, "The USSR and the
Changing Scene in Europe", dated 26 October 1972, While Moscow has chosen not to conduct a
SECRET, head-on struggle with the EC, it will do what
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if can to impede the process of integraion and with the USSR in their own ways. In these

to preserve as far as possible the opportunity circumstances, the USSR has reason to expect

to deal biilaterally with the West European that the West Europeans will be increasingly

states in economic and political matters. The attentive to its views on .European questions,

Soviets evidently believe that these aspirations including those pertaining to European se-

are better served to the extent that West curity.

Europeans take a more relaxed view of the 11. For tactical reasons alone the USSR
USSR's intentions and come to envsage the would be disposed to avoid too active an
possibility that with Soviet .participation (but assertion of its European pretensions. Blatant

not without it) a viable security structure efforts to drive a wedge between the US
cmbracing both parts of Eurlope can be and its European allies or excessive zeal in
created. pressing for the withdrawal of the US mili-

10. While Moscow can foresee develop- tary presence could damage Soviet policy to-

ments within Western Europe ,which might ward both W estern Europe and the US. For

go against its interests, it also sees opportun- all the importance that, Europe occupies in

ities for itself in the changing US-West Soviet thinking, Moscow has at least as great

European relationship. The long-standing goal an interest in "normalization" of Soviet-

of weakening NATO and securing a reduc- Anerican relations and in shifting the com-

tion of the US' presence and influence in petitivc relationship onto a less dangerous

Europe must now seem more realizable than plane. This is first of all because of the

before. This perception has sharpened the higher degree of safety in the strategic-

USSR's interest in projecting itself onto the nuclear relationship which continuing "nor-

scene in Western Europe in a way which malization" would provide. But Moscow also

will enable it to play on these favorable hopes to benefit economically. Moscow's con-

tendencies. No doubt the present Soviet flict with China supplies a further powerful

leaders understand that achievement of such impetus in the same direction. Thus, there

aims as the dissolution of NATO and the are good reasons for the USSR to refrain

complete withdrawal of US forces from Eu- from pressing too hard on vital US interests

rope lies far over the horizon. In the mean- in Europe at this stage.

time, however, they recognize that the con- 12. The Soviet leadership's understanding
cept of "Atlanticism" has weakened and of what is meant by d6tente in Europe and
that many West Europeans have qualms what will ensue from it is clearly dissimilar
about the long-term future of the Western to the view widely held in the West. Mos-
Alliance as the central element in their secu~ cow's hostility fo the notion of convergence-
rity. The Soviets also perceive that the US' manifest in its harping.+on the dangers of
"special relationship" with Western Europe "ideological disarmament"-is one measure
is altering.' Even though the Soviets are of the limits which it places on detente.

far from substituting their own influence for The ddtente now under way in Europe is

that of the US among the West Europeans, not in the Soviet view (as it is in the view

the latter are more and more inclined to of some Westerners) a first stage in an ex-

fashion their political and economic relations tended process leading to a fundamental rec-

onciliation between East and West in Eu-
' For a Fuller discussion on this point, see NIE 20- r

72 Pobem i S-es Eroea lcaiois atd rope. Moscow's .pursuit of detente does stem,!
72, "'Problems in US-West Europeanu Relations", dated

H4 IDccember 1972, SECimT. howwer, from its belief that tension in lu-
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role, in both the military and political aspccts, NAT"O attack and to cnable the USSit then
no longcr serves its domtcstic and international to seize the initiative.

interests.
15. Although Soviet concerns of this kind

have no doubt diminishccl, they continue to
The Role of the Soviet Military Presence he reflected in the dcployenet of Soviet forces
in Eastern Europe in the forward arca. The lrescnt military

13. By and large, its assessment of the mission of these forces is both to provide

process of change under way in Iurope in- a defense of the USSl and the territorics of

clines M9oscow to adopt a flesibl attitude the other Warsaw Pact states aga inst attack

in approaching questions relating to lEurope's fromt the Vest and.I to bri0g to a favorable

political and military security. these inter- conclusion any military conflicts which may

ests and concerns, however, will no doubt occur. Soviet forces in last Germany are

continue to count for less with Moscow than positioned so that they would be able to

the considerations which have caused it to absorb the initial shock of a NATO attack,

maintain large forces in Central Lurope and to provide cover for mobilization and

throughout the postwar period. This presence reinforcement. The structure of these forces

has fulfilled three principal military and po- also gives them a capability for conducting

litical functions: (a) to provide a defensive offensive operations in various contingencies:

and offensive capability igainst NATO forces; to spearhead a first assault, a counterattack,

(b) to preserve Soviet hegemony in Eastern or a pre-emptive attack against NATO forces

Europe; and (c) to give the USSR a position in. West Germany.

of military strength which is translatable into 16. The positioning of Soviet forces at the
political influence with the West European same time bears a definite relationship to
states and with the US. the USSR's political requirements in Eastern

14. The USSR (like Tsarist Russia) has Europe. Chief among these is the preserva-

always been an important land power and tion of loyal Communist regimes. With its

has always kept a major part of its forces military presence the USSR demonstrates its

oriented westvard. After World War II, the commitment to the defense of these regimes
USSR had good reasons for maintaining sub- against external and internal adversaries,
stantial forces on its western frontier and while helping to discourage either the peo-

within the borders of its allied states in pIes of Eastern Europe or their governments

Eastern Europe. By its recognized capability from aspiring to independence. For these

to seize Western Europe, the Soviet Army in . purposes, the Soviet military presence in East

the early postwar period provided a deterrent Germany is of particular importance. Soviet
against use by the US of its superior strategic troops stationed there have been used to help

power. The Soviet leaders no doubt also felt deal with threats to Soviet political domina-
militarily threatened by NATO from time tion of Eastern Europe-e.g., most recently

to time, especially during the 1950s, when in Czechoslovakia in 1968.
NATO had high force goals and when the
US was installing a nuclear capability in 17. Finally, the USSR's military presence is

Europe. Accordingly, they developed their useful for its political-psychological impact
ground forces and associated arms on the doe- on the Western states. Its forces need not

trine of achieving a strong and ready offen- be in a threatening posture in order to con-

sive capability-one designed to blunt any vey the message to the West that the USSR

6 -E-RfEH6E -CITI\!r
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must be treated. with respect and that the pansion of the detente spirit and the kind of

attitude it adopts is a critical factor in Eu- atmosphere in Europe which the USSR is

ropean security. At the same time, a high trying to create. More particularly, by show-

level of strength in conventional forces, like ing itself ready to discuss seriously the actual

its strength in strategic-nuclear armaments, problems .of European security, Moscow

is an essential element in the USSR's image stands to strengthen its credentials as a respon-

of itself as a superpower and gives the USSR sible partner in all-European undertakings.

a self-confidence which would be lacking if 20. Moscow probably also supposes that
it felt itself in a position of military inferiority MBFH will present far greater problems of
vis-a-vis NATO. coordination and cohesion for the Western

Alliance than for its own. In large part, this
llL PROS AND CONS FOR THE USSR is because of the anxieties many West Euro-

CONCERNING NEGOTIATIONS ON peans experience about the validity for the
MBFR future of the US nuclear guarantee, anxieties

18. Considered within the frarnework of its which have been made more acute by the

broad aims and interests in Europe, East and dramatic confirmation through SALT that the

West, the prospect of negotiations on force US and USSR are in a position of mutual

lesels evidently ,arouses mixed feelings in Nos. deterrence. The Soviets are aware that such

. . fears would be accentuated if the WVest Euro-
cow. Detente itself, even within the limits

the USSR seeks to impose on it, has begun pens became convinced that the US was

to produce a fairly intricate pattern of East- prepared to reduce its forces in Europe sub-

West interactions in which Moscow sees some stantially without obtaining an adequate com-

risks for the stability of its position in Eastern pensatory reduction from the USSR. But even
Sv might fear that enae- if the US made it clear that it was aiming

E;urope. The Soviets mgtfathtegageEurpe. iat a limited and controlled withdrawal, there
mentin BFR egoiatins ouldcary thm would still remain, within the context of a

further into unknown territory than they care

to go. It is probably this sort of uncertainty negotiating process, ample grounds for dif-
that has prompted Soviet leaders to say on ferences among the Western Powers over the

several occasions that they believe that MBFR scope and terms of an agreement. These would
be fed by West European suspicions that the

will pose "complex" problems. Overall, the . . .

pattern of Soviet behavior to date suggests US gives higher priority to obtaining relief
that all pertinent factors are being carefully from its .military burdens than to Europe's

t w security and that the US has a proclivity for
weighed mn Mvoscow and that the Soviets will

prefer to operate with much caution and superpower bilateralism which is insensitive

deliberation. to West European interests.

21. It can be assumed that the Russians

Principal Arguments For have considered. whether they might by agree-

19. There are a number of considerations ing to negotiations be doing the US a bigger

which might cause t:he Soviets to feel that favor than themselves. We do not know

MBFR negotiatioins iced not take a course whether the Soviets think it likely that do-

which would be damaging to their. interests, mestic pressures in the US for early reductions

and, in fact, could give the USSR certain will persist and even grow, or are, instead,

benefits. Ihis w ould he a result, for example, allowing for the possibility that they might

if negotiations contributed significantly to ex- be contained. They might suppose that they

._.- j _. -c - -
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could at least hold out in negotiations against thcy might conclude that their military mis-
the kind of agreement which helps the US sion in Central Europe could be accomplished
with this problem. But the Soviets neverthe- by smaller forces.
less run the risk in engaging in negotiations

.. 2A. Soviet leaders have cited their desire to
that they might, contrary to their intentions, reduce military costs as a reason for their in-
enable the US to pace its withdrawals and

terest in MB lFE. Civen the present needs of
thus actually help the US to put its military the Soviet economy, particularly those arising
presence in Europe on a firmer foundation.

From difficulties mn agniculture and the need
22. In other respects, however, the Runs- to raise the output of -consumer goods, there

sians would be running little political or mili- may he some truth in these assertions. A cut

tary risk in agreeing to a limited reduction in the Soviet Armed Forces which made pos-
of its forces. The effects of such a step on the sible the diversion of scarce material and man-

could be ninimized, since stationed Soviet doubtless help the Soviet Government to meet
forces are more than sufficient for carrying some of these needs. Present force require-

out this security function. And it may be that mernts for the Sino-Soviet border, and those
Moscow has become somewhat less touchy that might be anticipated for the future, pro-

on this score as a result of the strengthening vide a further reason for Soviet interest in

of East Germany's international position and' M3FRi. But on present evidence we do not

success in the "normalization" of Czechoslo- believe that either of these factors is likely

vakia and is prepared to lay greater stress to have a vital bearing on Soviet decisions

on non-military means of control in Eastern with respect to MBFR.

Europe. 25. Unless its withdrawals from Eastern

23. With progress in detente, which has Europe were on a substantial scale and un-

yielded West Germany's de facto acceptance less a large proportion of the withdrawn

of the division of Germany and its formal forces were demobilized, the USSR would

acknowledgement of Poland's western border, probably stand to gain little economically.
the Soviets can also afford to take a more 'There would quite obviously be no savings
relaxed view of the purported military threat at all for the Soviets-and possibly a net loss

from the West. They have, in any case, as- in economic terms-if it was simply a matter

sessed this threat as declining. It is true that of transferring forces from Eastern Europe

the Soviet conception of the missions of its to the Sino-Soviet border. If forces were, on

forces in Central Europe and of the require- the other hand, moved from Eastern Europe

ments for accomplishing them has been little to the western USSR, Moscow might save
altered since the mid-1950s: Soviet forces in something. 3ut this might not be much. Judg-
Central Europe, except for those in Czecho- ing from what is known about the arrange-

slovakia, have been maintained near their merits the USSR has with the East Europeans

present level since then. But if the USSR were for paying for the costs of stationed Soviet

to expect that NATO's strength was likely to forces, the cost to the Soviets of maintaining

diminish as Western governments began, forces in Eastern Europe is not a great deal

under the influence of MBFR negotiations, to more than would be the cost of keeping the

seek ways to reduce their military budgets- same forces in the western USSR. And though

8 -EC-f-SEN-W



there is an effect on the Soviet balance of pay- grounds..But the Soviets have also expressed
ments wi th the East European countries, this fear. that a inecipitate change in the European
dlues not constitute a serious problem. military situation could have destabilizing

effects. They might see a danger, for instance,
Principal Arguments Against that such a change would shock the West

26. WItle mutual reductions might appeal Europeans into moving more firmly in the di-

to the Soviets on some grounds, there are other rection of achieving political unity and closer

compelling reasons why they would not. imilitary cooperation. There would, of course,

Especially with regard to any substantial re. be particular concern in Moscow to limit the

ductions, questions would arise about conse- growth of West German power in Europe.

ciuences for the basic rationale for Soviet The Russians would, moreover, be concerned

miilitary deployments in Europe. It might that a large withdrawal of their forces, if

be further argued in Moscow that with the this suggested a relaxation of the Soviet hold

establishment of strategic parity conventional in Eastern Europe, would have an unsettling.

forces have gained in significance. Military political effect there; they would also be ap-

planners might also take the view that, since prehensive about the risk of impairing their

Soviet military doctrine now allows that at ability to intervene quickly and decisively in

east the early stages of a var in Europe mig ht the event they considered their control in the

be foutght by conventional means, the need , area th-eatencd.
to maintain the offensive capabilities of Soviet 23. Proposals which called for sizeable

theater forces is all the greater. The Soviets mutual cuts which were larger for Warsaw

would see difficulties in providing for rapid Pact forces than for NATO's would be even

reinforcement in any war situation-conven- less attractive for the Soviets. Soviet strategists

tional or nuclear-but they would regard would almost certainly perceive them as dis-
advantageous-a step in the direction of sub-

these as especially great in the latter case. g
stituting a different military balance in Europe

There could, finally, be objections to creating for the present one, with which they have
a situation in which a greater role might have no reason to be greatly dissatisfied. An addi-
to be assigned to East European forces of tional objection would be that it would give
questionable reliability the US a way of reducing its forces without

27. The prospect of large mutual with- greatly troubling the West Europeans and

drawals would raise an additional set of ques- thus of reducing a potential source of friction -

tions for the Russians. A substantial reduction in US-West European relations.

of US forces in Europe would have appeal 29.. The instincts of the present leadership
for them on both political and military would probably incline it, to shy away from

* The USSR reimburses, at least partially, those a complicated agreement, even if there were
\Varsaw 'Pact countries where it has stationed forces not other objections. Although the initiative
far the Iocal Currency costs required to support them iCy, particularly European policy, has
(living expenses, construction, maintenance, etc.).

Rotation and supply of its forces is a further cost to seemed lately to rest ncreasingly with

the USSit. There is evidence, however, tiat the So. Blrezlhnev personally, in important areas of
viets receive some offsetting compensation from the policy there continues to be a large element
East Europeans in the form of favorable pricing of
local expendures an 1 adjustmetnts in the terms of of consensus-making and balancing of bureau-

bilateral trade. cratic interests In such a context, the nego-

_._.
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tiation of an MBFi agreement of a complex the types of forces and the method of reduc-
kind could create even greater difficulties of tion-Moscow's interest in working for an
internal decision-making than SALT did. early MBFR agreement would, more likely

30. Partly because of the experiences of than not, sharply diminish.

World War II and lingering distrust of the

Germans, the issue of force reductions will The USSR's Stated Position

have emotional overtones for many Russians. 32. For the public record, Soviet spokes-
The strong ground forces orientation of the men (mainly Brezhnev) have stated the

Soviet military high command and its tend- USSR's pos~tion on MBFR only to the extent

ency to hold to traditional views regarding -necessary to make its interest in negotiations
force requirements in Central Europe are a seem plausible. This position is that discus-

further brake on Soviet actions. In any case, sion of force reductions should focus first on

the political leadership will be concerned that Central Europe, that reductions might include

any MBFR agreement meet its test of "equal stationed and indigenous forces, and that they

security" and imply no adverse alteration of might apply to. both troops and armaments.

the military balance. This would be especially Various Soviet officials speaking privately and
important in obtaining the assent of Party a small number of commentators writing in
conservatives as well as military leaders. On the Soviet press have spelled out the Soviet

these grounds, proposals entailing large or position in a little more detail. Certain of the

asymmetrical cuts would be hard to sell These UJSSR's attitudes have also been revealed im-

same elements would no doubt also be highly plicitly in its diplomatic behavior. Together,
sensitive on the issue of on-site inspection. these point toward what some of the elements
The leadership's bureaucratic habits will dis- in .the USSR's initial approach to MBFR and

pose it to take sentiments of this kind into its opening bargaining position will be.
account.I

33. It is reasonably clear on this basis that
the Soviets think it likely that negotiations

How the Arguments Seem to Net Out will, in. fact, take place and- that the nego-
31. Taken together these considerations sug- tiating process will be protracted. Although,

gest that Moscow can envisage an MBFR as noted, they have stipulated that indigenous
negotiation, of a certain shape and outcome, forces can be the subject of negotiation, they
from which it could obtain political advan- would prefer that foreign forces be the first

tages without suffering any loss in security. subject of discussion. and that, of these, US
It would, however, value such a negotiation and Soviet forces be addressed first. The
less for what it might yield by itself than for Soviets have not specified what they consider
what it might do to complement other aims to be covered *by the term Central Europe.
and undertakings. Where the correlation of This they evidently expect to be worked out
NATO and Warsaw Pact forces was con- in an early stage in the negotiations themselves.

cerned, the USSR would want the agreement Enough has been said to indicate, however,
to go no further than to insure that, in the that the Russians are not likely to make a

words of one Soviet writer, "the general serious effort to have the area of reductions

balance that has emerged would be main- conined to the two Germanys as was the case

tained at a lower level". Beyond this point-- in proposals put forward by them in earlier

and if it became a question of large reduc- y'ears. They, of course, insist on the exclusion

tions or of complicated formulas concerning of the western USSR from the reductions
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area, but they give every sign of being willing line of argument taken by Kostko seems, in
to have Poland and Czechoslovakia included, other words, to aim at an initial agreement
and possibly -ungary as well. The Russians under which the two sides would make
have not expressly rejected Romianian partici- roughly equal cuts in roughly the same force

pation, but it is clear that they would like elements.
to keep Romania out of the negotiations, or, 35. The Soviets arc undoubtedly fully
at least, so arrange matters that the Romanian familiar with at least that much of the work
role is merely nominal, on MBFR problems within NATO as is public

34. Much the fullest exposition of Soviet knowledge-and probably more. Some aspects

thinking on MBIFR has come from one Yury of various NATO model-building studies are

Kostko, a member of the Institute for the known to them and there is reason to think

Study of the World Economy and Interna- that they are also aware of certain of the

tional Relations in Moscow, which may have negotiating options being discussed in NATO.

some official role in Soviet MBFR studies. But beyond the fact, revealed by the said
At any rate, Kostko is knowledgeable on Kostko, that the Soviets have themselves done
MBFR and evidently speaks with the approval some work on reduction models, some of

of higher authority. He has written a pair of which cover nuclear weapons, we do not know

articles on MB4I3FR for his institute's journal how far Moscow has gone in actually con-

in recent months and has discussed the sub- fronting major issues .vhich may arise in nego-
ject at some length with Western diplomats tiations. The Soviets have, for example, given

in Moscow. Like every other Soviet who has little or no indication, publicly or privately,

spoken to the point, Kostko insists that the of what their approach will be to the question
USSR will not accept asymmetrical reduc- of the phasing of reductions or on verification

tions. He contends that the military balance and control, which have been elements in
in Central Europe is not one-sided in favor NATO's publicly stated criteria for negotia-

of the USSR. He maintains that the correla- tions since 1970. While some of the Soviet

tion of forces in Central Europe should not, reticence is no doubt deliberate, it can also
in any case, be considered apart from the be inferred that the Soviets have not followed
total correlation of NATO and Warsaw Pact the same pace or the same route as NATO in

forces world-wide. And he alleges that, in their preparatory work. It is quite certain, in
view of US air transport capabilities and the any case, that discussions on MBFR between
fact that the USSR is obliged to deploy a Moscow and its Warsaw Pact allies have so

large part of its armed forces in Soviet areas far been largely rudimentary. The tempo of

far removed from Central Europe, the USSR consultations seems now, however, to be pick-
does not enjoy a geographical advantage and ing up.
this should not be a factor in MBFR. More-

over, Kostko argues that Pact advantages in IV. THE GENERAL SOVIET NEGOTIATING
some force elements are offset by NATO ad- POSTURE
vantages in others, such as aviation and tac-

tical nuclear weapons. Kostko, however, sees In the Preliminary Talks on MBFR

little early promise in a mixed-package solo- 3G. Even if the Soviets were not somewhat

tion to the problem of equivalence, since "at behind in clarifying their thinking and posi-

present there are no objective coefficients tions on MB3FR; they would want to see the

for comparing different types of arms". The substantive content of the forthcoming pre-
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liminary talks lield to a ninimunn in order to has alreadv indicated that it is willing to
enable then to edge up to tie (neot iation accept a torc neutral description if nceussaiy
rather than moving directly ' he cnoter of and since the Allies would probably bhe un-

it. This was their approach in .A . o the willing to see the talks break down over this
case of M13 FR talks, an early joining of issues issue, the Soviets stand a good chance of
might he particularly inconsnicnt for the winning their point.
Russians in view of their stnng desire to 38. East-West differences over the fornn-
get a CSCE launched. If, lor cmaniple, the lation of an agenda may, however, produce
opening up of discussion reeal:d thait thre some heavy going. The Soviets will want
was a substantial gap betwein the Western this to be as general and non-committal as
and Eastern attitudes toward NEIll I., as it possible. The agenda which n;iiy of thi
might well do, there could be i smc retlhinking Western Allies want to put forward entails
among the Western counties ahoit CSCE. six categories for negotiation: (1) the geo-
Many of them would want CSCIE toi iiidertaike

a r ofu dis o o fld contC E t o uderi t ake graphic area to be affected; (2) phasing (of
a fuller discussion of concrete security issues negotiations and of any. reductions agreed
than the Soviets would want And to insure to); (3) .general principles underlying MI3FR;
that the Soviets would be obliged to do some- (4) constraints (e.g., advance notification of
thing tlnough t\3FI2 to comtwrstc^. for lne- rmovement of forces, limitahon on their size,
fits they are seeking througn CSCE, there and li.itatioi ou the duation of theii stay
would be greater determination among the in a constraints area); (5) forces and size
Western countries to maintain the linkage and method of reduction; and (6) verification.

between MBFR and CSCE which Moscow
would still like to break. 39. Each of these items has some potential

for difficulty with the Soviets. The verifica-
37. Although the Soviets want the prelim- tion question is, of course, a particularly

inary talks to be confined mainly to questions sensitive one with them. They are hardly
of procedures and agenda for the formal nego- likely to take the position that it is riot, in
tiation, these questions will themselves raise principle, a legitimate subject for discussion
certain issues of substance. The Western in- in the negotiations, but they may oppose

vitation to H-ungary to participate in these having it treated as a separate item. The item
talks already poses something of a problem on constraints will be at least as delicate
for the Soviets: whether by agreeing to this for the Soviets. The position that some on
now they will be helping the Western side the Western side want to take-that con-
to establish a larger area for Pact reductions. straints could be taken up in 'negotiations
A possible course for the Russians is to go apart from and even in advance of reduc-
along with having Hungary present, while tions-is contrary to the Ion -established So-

smaking it clear that the panciple itself should
makg iviet position that reductions must come first.
be negotiated subsequently. Another issue
bs . This consideration aside, the Soviets would

which is likely to come up early in discussion recognize that the introduction
is how the negotiations will be formally desig- .

nated. The Soviets can be counted on to argue proposals into the MBFR context could open
vigorously that when the Western side refers up the issue of their freedom of military ac-

tion in Eastern Europe.
to "balanced" reductions it means asymnmetri-

cal reductions, that this prejudges the out- 40. There will thus be ample grounds for
come of the negotiation, and that use of the contention between East and West in the pre-
term is therefore unacceptable. Since the US liminary talks. The way it comes out will
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obviously depend, on the one hand, on how less urgency about achieving progress in
hard the NAT'O Allies press their points and, MIFR than in SALT simply because the po-
on the other, on how far the Soviets in the tential impact of technological advances on
face of Western pressure believe they can the US-Soviet military balance seems less in
carry their resistance without undcrnining this case than in that.
their objectives in CSCE. We think it likely 43. For purposes of establishing an initial
that both sides will want to find ways to bargaining position and as a means of en-
prevent their differences from leading to a couraging the Western side to make con-
stalemate at such an early juncture. On the cessions later on, the Soviets might, once the

question of constraints, for example, the Allies . cesios lae he etmh, oe the
might agree to an agenda item formulated feeling-out phase had ended, come forward
in a way which would tend to disguise the wihproposals wihwudg elbynin a ay wichwoul ted todisuisethe what they want or expect in an agreement.
issue; the Russians might, in effect, agree to wthey wnt or expec indan are

postpone the debate to the negotiations They might, for example, indicate that they
prospoer would be willing to discuss a 30 percent re-proper. duction on both sides and that it would be

appropriate to include nuclear forces amongIn the Actual Negotiations those to be considered for reduction. Allow-
41. Assuming the initial talks are limited ing for some kind of tactical maneuver such

largely to procedure and produce agreement as this, we would, nonetheless, expect the
to proceed, the first phase of the negotiations lussians to look to the US and its allies to
would be largely exploratory in nature. This take the lead in negotiations. They would, in
would involve the exchange of pronounce- effect, treat the Western side as the de-
ments by the two sides concerning the gen- mandeur with respect to MBFR and place
eral principles and objectives which each on it the obligation of presenting its consid-
believed the negotiations should serve. The erations and options for them to respond to.
aim would be to enable each side to size 44. At least in the early phases of negotia-
up the other's intentions and seriousness. This 44. At l m the rph es o egotia-

migt e fllwedbyfurhe efors t ds- tions, we would not expect the Soviets to dis- --mightplay such an attitude as would raise doubts
cover whether the premises for an agreement ayosuch aaiues ou ris dobt

exised efoe rel egagmenton BFR about the seriousness of their interest in aexisted before real engagement on MBFR successful outcome. They might, therefore,issues and options began. check their inclination to score propaganda
42. The Soviets have frequently indicated points. This does not mean, however, that

that they foresee a long process of negotia- they would give up the tactical advantages
tion, and they have stated a preference for which would accrue if they could provoke
proceeding by small steps. They probably disunity among the Western Allies. They will
expect MBFPR negotiations to move at a almost certainly make efforts at establishing
slower pace than SALT has, if only because a special superpower dialogue. The USSR
of their multilateral character and the greater would do this anyway out of a belief that
intricacy of their political ramifications. The certain kinds of business can best be trans-
prol.lem of establishing the comparability of acted between the principal parties involved,
the forces to be controlled-more difficult itself and the US, but it would also look to
in M3FR than in SALT-will introduce a the chance of causing mischief between the
further complication. But, beyond these con- US and its allies. There are some within
siderations, the Soviets may feel a good deal NATO-their resentmrcnt of any hint of super-
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power bilateralisn apait-who think that the manians on the sidelines, where they will be

US might be too ready, because of domestic able to do .no more than keep up a running

needs, to close a deal with the Russians which coninentary on the play of the g;arn.

would reduce forces without retgard to the
fIhe E ast Enropea states most likely

effect on European secutrity. I'he Russians
to be represented at nergot iatins ( East Cer-

know this. And they are particularly :ware of
many, Pobaud? Czechoslovakia, andu Hlungary)

and would not be averse to exploiting in
have hitherto followed the Sovie't lead on

43FRII the anxieties that Europeans experience

whenever there is talk about negotiations af- NI li and 'ill probably Ie content to con-

fecting US nuclear forces in Europe.tinuc fo so. I hii seems to be no great
enthusiasm among them for MIBF PB, but few

V. THE STANCE OF THE EAST serious iisgivings eithr. P oland seems likely
to take a more active role than the others;

EUROPEANS Warsaw has traditionally been more interested

45. WVhile, as might. be expected, the in nuclear arms control than in troop reduc-

USSR's East European allies have been gen- tions. East Gernany has from time to time

erally diffident about making their views on in the past shown signs of nervousness over

M3FR public, enough is known about these the prospect of force reductions. Czechoslo-

to suggest that their perspectives are not in akia would obviously like to see Soviet forces

all cases identical with the USSR's. Nor do oin its territory withdrawn, but the Czechs

the East Europeans as a group see the i s seem hardly likely to press the Soviets on the
nmatter. H~ungary would evidently like to play

in exactly the same light. 3ut, the Romanian
a role in any aspect of European detente and

position excepted, the divergence within the .Budapest would probably like to see Soviet
Warsaw Pact appears, at this stage in the forces on its territory reduced. The East Euro-
development of its position, to be relatively peans have, by and large, a greater interest --
slight and not such as would create serious than the Soviets now do in an agreement em-
problems of coordination for the Soviets in bracing indigenous as well as foreign forces
negotiations. Especially is this the case with because this would enable them to make some
those East European states which seem most cuts of their own. Some of these East Euro-
likely to be seated at the negotiations. peans would also be glad to see the introduc-

46. The Romanians seem intent on claim- tion of the kinds of collateral constraints which

ing full participation and if present would would limit the movement of Soviet forces

almost certainly make trouble for the Rus- on their territories. It seems doubtful, how-

sians in many ways. They could be expected ever, that they would be willing to assert

to argue, among other things, for involving themselves or take issue with the Russians on

a greater number of small states in the nego- this question during negotiations. Another

tiations, thus reducing the effects of intra- issue which could produce divergence between

Bloc discipline, and for extensive measures of Moscow and the smaller states might be the

the sort which would constrain the USSR matter of verification arrangements. The

from applying military pressures on Romania. USSR is more likely to agree to inspection

But for these very reasons, the Soviets, with in Eastern Europe than in the USSR and this

general support from the other, more discreet could cause resentment in one or another East

East Europeans, will want to keep the Ro- European state.
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VI. POSSIBLE SOVIET POSITIONS ON wt'ould at the outset exclude NATO aircraft

VARIOUS ISSUES AND OPTIONS beyond it fromt consideration at some stage.
In any case, the Smricts would almost cer-

gas. In consi d ecring in the folowing p tainly resist inclusion of Soviet territory in
graphs whba( the particular elemntns in the areuiosrcntansar.a reducitionls or constraints area._
Soviet negotiating position might be, we take
it as likely, in view of what was said in par:' The Conditions for Reductions
graph 43 above, that these would emerge
piece by piece by way of comment on the 5l. The Soviets can be counted on to insist

options presented by the West. The details frm the start that asymmetrical reductions

of the latter are, as indicated, not yet fixed, are non-negotiable. The issue is bound to arise

but enough is known about them to suggest early in connection with discussion of general

the kinds of issues the Russians will have to principles. The two sides would no doubt

deal with. readily agree that the results of the negotia-

tion should assure "undiminished security" for

The Area of Reductions both. It will be immediately apparent, how-
ever, that the implications of the term are

49. If the Russians have not already con- quite different for each. For the West, it
ceded the point, the question of the reduc~ means that some wa'y must be found to offset
tions area would have to be addressed early what is regarded as the USSR's geographical
on in the negotiations. We believe that, if advantage, otherwise the West's security will
the Russians were going to balk at acceptance have been weakened. Authoritative Soviets, in-
of the so-called NATO guidelines area (the cluding Kosygin, have on the other hand, de-
two Cermanys, Poland, Czechoslovakia, and fined the term as meaning that there should
the Benelux countries) as a beginning, they be no change in the relative strength of the
would already have given some indication to opposing military forces in Centra] Europe.
this effect. The main issue could therefore o t
become whether the USSR will agree to the 52. The common ceiling approach to reduc-
addition of Hungary. There is some chance tions-under which forces on both sides

that Moscow will hold out on this point. Mos- would be reduced to an identical specified

cow may be reluctant to enlarge the reduc- level-would encounter the same Soviet ob-
tions area on the Pact side. The Soviets may jections, since this would, in fact, also involve

believe they could insist on the exclusion of asymmetrical reductions. There is only one

Hungary unless NATO offered .some quid known case in which a Soviet has not rejected
pro quo. Alternatively, they might argue that the idea of asymmetry out of hand.f
Hungary could be allowed a place at the 3aid
negotiations but that its eventual inclusion that it might be possible to make a "political

in the reductions area would be conditional decision" on equal percentage reductions

on the precise nature of whatever agreement "which could be spelled out by experts in a

is reached. From the Soviet point of view, way which, while defined as equal, might in

its participation might be seen as analogous fact be considered by the US as appropriately

to that of the NATO flank states. asymmetrical". Enigmatic as it is, this remark
seems to refer at most to a cosmetic effect. One

50. Another and quite different issue could possibility, for example, might be a reduction
arise. The USSR might be reluctant to settle of three Soviet motorized rifle divisions vs.

upon a definition of the reductions area which two US mechanized divisions: asymmetrical
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as to number of units but approximately equal divisional support units. 'ihis method would
as to number of men. Other possibilities have the advantage of leaving undisturbed

would be mixed packages of various sorts-a the basic force structures and readiness levels

subject discussed in paragraph 56, page 17. which the Hussians have shown great reluc-

tance to tamper with in the past. It wouh.l
53. There are a number of reasons for the have the further virtue, from the Soviet [oin

USSRs emphasis on symmetry. Ihere is its of view, of. reducing the problem of verifica-
insistence on equality of treatmen t in all deal-
ings with the West. Beyond this, though the

Russians arc ready to confront the questions

whieb air force reductions would pose. There
raphy of the situation favors them over the

US, heymayquesionwheher hisfuctor would be concern lest such reductions seri-US, they may question whether this factor ously affect Pact capabilities to carr out war-
by itself would give the Warsaw Pact a y pi ry
meaningful advarntage over NATO. Their time air missions. Current Soviet aircraft, be-

assessment of the present balance of forces in cause of certain of their operational charac-

Central Europe is probably considerably dif- teristics (e.g., relatively short radius limited
loiter time, and restricted bomb-carrying ca-

ferent from the assessment comnmonly made pacity), reqjuire forward basing. to achieve
mn the Weilst. To support its objections to paiyrurefwrdbin.tacev
iasthemest.lo sduport it Eurobjectioso maximum effectiveness. At the same time, the
asymmetrical reductions in Europe, Moscow Soviets would wvelcome a reductionl of NATO's
will take the position that the balance in Cen- nuclear c i aould thor li"e

tralEurpe s goernd b a ~hoe rnge nuclear capabilities and would, thecrefore, like
tral Europe is governed by a whole range
of factors, the exact weight of which cannot to see high-performance US aircraft with-

be readily established. The Soviets will stress, drawn. Moreover, the Soviets would, in the

among other things, NATO's capabilities to case of aircraft withdrawals as in the case

concentrate and apply the forces available to of withdrawn ground forces, have an advan-

it world-wide. And for purposes of establish- tage over -the US in terms of return times.

ing the balance they would almost certainly 55. The Soviets have, as noted, accepted
insist that French forces in Germany would

have to be taken into account. Moreover, the . .
Soviets would, we believe, give greater em- indigenous as well as stationed forces. This

phasis than NATO does to West Germany's position makes MBFR more palatable not only

mobilization capability. The Soviets would to some of the NATO countries but also to

thus take exception to some of the premises some of Moscow's allies. But it is fairly clear

and certain elements in the data base on which that the Soviets are chiefly interested in an
the Western side's proposals were predicated. agreement which would cover, first of all,

US and Soviet forces. Neither would they
Types of Forces and Method of have any reason to object in principle to the

Reduction proposition that reductions should be phased

54. In considering the types of forces sub- in scope and timing, though this would im-

ject to withdrawal the Soviet preference ply negotiation of the kind of extensive and

would presumably be that reductions in complex agreement that the Soviets would
ground forces be made on the basis of com- argue lies somewhere in the future. And,

plete front line units (battalions, regiments, sooner rather than later, the Russians might

divisions); this, rather than reductions by raise questions about just what kind of phas-

thinning-out or through the paring of non- ing the Western side has in mind.
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56. The Soviets would probably not reject straints as might be agreed to would be ap-

in principle the idea of mixed-package re- plicable only in the reductions area itself-

ductions involving the trade-off of one force in no case being extended to the western

element against another. One su estion USSR-and that consideration of constraints

that t iere of a complicated kind would have to be put

might be a prior political decision on percent- off to a later stage of negotiations.

age magnitude of reductions while leaving it

to experts to flesh ont details later-could Verification and Inspection

foreshadow a Soviet tactic in response to 59. There is little reason to suppose that
proposals for mixed-package trades. Never- the Soviets have relaxed their long-standing
theless, the Soviets have indicated their ap- antipathy to the kinds of verification measures

preciation of the extreme difficulty of estab- which are by their lights intrusive and which
lishing equivalence between disparate force they allege would create open season for es-
elements. Moscow probably does not sec much pionage. This attitude is shared by their East
prospect for agreement on mixed packages, European allies. Almost certainly, the Warsaw
particularly complicated ones, at least in the Pact side will argue strongly that the require-
early stages of negotiation. ments of verification and inspection should

be met to the fullest extent possible by "na-
Collateral Constraints tional means". If the Soviets thought an at-

57. It might be a mistake to assume that, tractive agreement was available we think it

simply because the Soviets have always been possible, however, that they would make some

tepid about arms control measures, they would concessions with regard to inspection arrange-

refuse to accept collateral constraints in ments, by, say, granting the Western Military

MBFR. Indeed, Moscow might have some of Liaison Missions (MLMs) in East Germany

its own to propose, such as restrictions on ex- and Western military attaches in Poland and

ercises near frontiers or prohibition of move- Czechoslovakia somewhat greater latitude.

ments of nuclear weapons. The Soviets would But the East German Government would al-

probably recognize, in addition, that an un_ most certainly resist any effort to give the

forthcoming position in this area of negotia- MLMs, which they have long objected to as

tions would not go down well with the West vestiges of the occupation period, a broad new

Europeans, most of whom attach great im role and function.

portance to itOther Issues

58. Nevertheless, the Soviets will resist 60. There is reason to believe that the So-
Western efforts to introduce extensive col- viets would for now prefer to keep the issue
lateral constraints. The Soviet military would of US forward-based systems in the SALT
no doubt object to such constraints as an forum, if only because they might expect it
infringement on their freedom of action in to be more effectively addressed there than
deploying and training their forces. More im- in M.BFR negotiations. Nevertheless, it can be

portantly, the Soviet leaders would be un- expected that they will raise the nuclear issue
willing to accept limitations which would im- in MBFR, partly in order to play on West

pair their ability to move military forces freely European anxieties and perhaps also as a

and rapidly into Eastern Europe in times of device for cooling the West's interest in ex-

emergency. In addition, the Soviets would in panding the scope of negotiations beyond

all likelihood take the position that such con- simple reductions.
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SL.. As to some other issues which might the Soviet point of view might he ain agree-
arise, the USSil would resist proposals to per- ment along the following lies; a limited and

mit a thinning-out of units on the Vestern equal percentage reduction of stationed

ult not on the Eastern side. The USSH would, ground forces, say, 10 percent on each side,
in addition, almost certainly want to retain taking the form of a withdrawal of complete

flexibility in the disposition of its withdrawn units and accompanied by a ninimun of co1-

forces, thus remaining free to keep them in lateral constraints and verification provisions.

the western USSRZ, move them to Asia, dis 63. The Soviets seem to believe, rightly or
band them, or do some combination of the wrongly that the

three. Moscow would probably envisage that or might feel obliged to accept, afirst-stage
stationed forces would take their equipment agreement of this general nature. 'We do not
with them as they withdrew, and the Soviets know what allowance they make for the
might resist suggestions that the West be existence of sentiments within NATO favor-
permitted to pre-position the equipment of in a oeeaoaearemn.nqiedfing a more elaborate agreement on quite dif-
withdrawn units in the reductions area. The ferent terms or for the impact these might
Soviet Union's allies would be unwilling to have on the Western negotiating position. But
destroy equipment of reduced indigenous thy do evidently have reason to suppose that
forces but might accept some constraints on

-an agrcenmen t acceptable to them is obtiain-
' its disposition. able, or that, failing this, they can make a

plausible enough negotiating record so that
A Preference for the Slow, the Small, they can escape responsibility for the failure
the Simple of negotiations.
62. It should be clear from the foregoing 64. The Soviets would probably be willing

that, in our view, the outcome the Soviets
would prefer to move toward, at least at the to see some further piecemeal agreements
end of the first stage of negotiations, is one emerge from any follow-on negotiations. How

which would have the virtue of providing far they would be prepared to go in time

both equality and simplicity. Given, thme total might depend to a large extent on whether

political and military framework, including they felt increased confidence in the strength
relevant domestic considerations, the Soviet of their political position in Eastern Europe.
leaders would be unlikely to opt for an elabo- The progress of SALT would also be an im-
rate or far-reaching agreement. A token re- portant factor: at some point, we believe, the
duction (e.g., on the order -of five percent Soviets will want either through SALT or
of US and Soviet ground forces or perhaps MBFR, and possibly both, to obtain under-
of NATO and Warsaw Pact ground forces) takings from the US respecting its nuclear
might suit them best as a first step.' They forces in Europe.
have probably concluded, however, that
clearly token cuts would not be acceptable 65. Unless the USSR's European policy
to either the US or its negotiating partners. takes a sharp turn away from its present

This being so, the next best outcome from course, the Soviets would in all likelihood
want the negotiating process to continue, in

* In the latter case, the Soviets would welcome any case, because they would see advantages
having US forces take much or all of the NATO s such a forum. This
cut; if it were a case of all, the reduction of US forces s
could amount to 20 percent might be so even if, as presently seems the
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case, they have no particularly well-thought- were bringing no substantial results, the pres-
out long-tern disarmament objectives and sures on the US to carry out unilateral with-
might see some danger in involving them- drawals would mount. In such circumstances,
selves in an intricate web of negotiations. they might even try to prime the pump by

They would certainly reckon that, in the carrying out small unilateral reductions of

event negotiations were very protracted and their own. .
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